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Single-Narrative, Multiple Point-of-View

Dramatic Experiences in Augmented Reality

Abstract

Researchers and practitioners working on story-based experiences in virtual environments often

make two assumptions. One assumption is that, in order to be compelling, such experiences must

enable the user to make significant choices that alter the outcome of the story. Another is that

virtual environments constitute a revolutionary new medium and therefore that the techniques of

earlier media, such as film and stage production, are no longer relevant. In designing story-based

experiences in Augmented Reality, we have come to question these two assumptions. “Three

Angry Men,” based on the teleplay and movie “Twelve Angry Men,” is an example of an

augmented reality, dramatic experience with a fixed plot but multiple points of view.
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Introduction

Storytelling in virtual environments (VE), either virtual reality (VR) or augmented

reality (AR), may not be a new idea–science fiction writers have been imagining

such environments for decades—but it is a relatively new technical practice. It is

natural that those working on VE storytelling would depend on the longer

traditions of computer-game design and screen-based multimedia. Throughout the

larger field of story-based digital media, there seem to be two widely shared

assumptions. One is that, in order to be compelling, digital story-based

experiences must enable the user to make significant choices that alter the

outcome of the story.  A second assumption is that digital media are revolutionary

and therefore that the techniques and practices of such earlier media as film and

stage production are no longer relevant. In this paper, we wish to question these

assumptions and to suggest a way to emancipate AR experiences from them. We

will illustrate our approach with an example of an AR, point-of-view dramatic

experience called “Three Angry Men”.
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Narrative and dramatic modes of story presentation

Although those studying or creating story-based digital media forms frequently

use the term “narrative,” it may not be the best term. “Narrative” is not

synonymous with “story.” A story is what is told; a narrative is the act of telling

the story. A narrative requires a narrator, an implicit or explicit voice, and refers

in the first instance to verbal presentations of a story—either oral or written

storytelling. Novels are always narratives, because a voice is telling the story,

even if that voice is anonymous and in the third person. By extension a story-

based film can be called a “visual narrative,” even though actors are presenting

most of the story dramatically. Some films have a narrative “voice-over.”  But

even in the absence of a voice-over, the director or directors, cinematographers,

foley artists, and editors together make up the narrative of the film, because they

control what the viewer will see and hear at any given moment. The camerawork

(edits, dollies, pans, tilts, and so on) constitutes the point of view of the film, and

the viewer can only participate in the film by accepting that point of view.  In this

sense a film lies halfway between a novel and a stage play. In a film much of the

story is enacted, but there is still a visual narrative line. In stage drama, however,

the story is usually wholly enacted rather than narrated. Furthermore, in a stage

play the audience’s point of view cannot be rigidly controlled.  Even the earliest

literary theorists in the West, Plato and Aristotle, made a clear distinction between

narrative and dramatic modes of presentation [1, 2].

It is useful to maintain the distinction between narrative and drama for

digital story-based experiences. Many of the proposals for so-called interactive

narrative are perhaps better understood as proposals for interactive drama, the

term specifically supported by Michael Mateas and Andrew Stern for their system

Façade [3, 4] and earlier by Brenda Laurel [5]. Most designers of interactive

narratives really want the viewer/user to be a dramatic participant in the story-

world. The term “interactive narrative” should perhaps be reserved for systems in

which the user makes choices that affect the storyline, and then sits back and

receives the narrative as a listener or viewer. This is the mode of operation, for

example, of “Terminal Time” [3], but it is not the goal of most researchers, who

are ultimately seeking what Janet Murray describes as a totally immersive,

participatory experience, like the holodeck in the Star Trek series [6].
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There are two different positions that a user can assume in relationship to a

story experience. The user can be placed outside the experience, or she can be

immersed in it. In a simple verbal narrative, she is necessarily outside the

experience, as listener or reader. In the dramatic mode, however, the user may be

positioned outside the story or within it. When experiencing a traditional play or a

film, the user is a viewer, typically a member of an audience located in front of

the screen or the stage. In some kinds of avant-garde theater, however, the viewer

can enter into the drama, when the action takes place in a larger space, such as a

house, that the viewers and actors share. Proposals for digital interactive drama

bring the user into the action and allow her to participate as one of the characters.

Her participation comes through dramatic enactment rather than narration.

Immersive AR and VR would seem to be ideal technologies for

participation through enactment, because the user is part of the dramatic space. In

exploring AR as a dramatic environment, we have found it useful to draw on

techniques of dramatic presentation from earlier media. We have drawn on both

the fully dramatic techniques of stage production and the half-dramatic, half-

narrative techniques of film. Our borrowing from film and drama puts us at odds

with the two assumptions that we have mentioned above and will now discuss in

more detail.

The multiple-plot assumption

For workers in the field of interactive story-based experiences, the commonly

assumed goal is to enable the user’s choices to affect the plot. Helping to

determine the plot gives the user a sense of “agency” within the storyworld [6, 3].

The need for multiple, substantially different plots, however, poses serious

problems for any practical story system. If the system consists of precomposed

materials, a huge database may be needed to cover all the plot choices. If the story

is presented visually either with animated graphics or video, building a database

of such materials can be a very time-intensive and expensive task. For this reason,

creators of multimedia experiences have resorted to various “cheats,” such as

story trees whose branches merge again to cut down on the number of episodes

[7].  Another possibility is to employ procedural techniques (artificial intelligence

techniques for knowledge and character representation, natural-language

generation, and so on) to generate the story in real time. Researchers have been
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applying AI to story generation since at least the 1980s [8, 9, 3]. This work will

continue to bear important fruit, but it is nowhere near achieving the rich

storyworlds envisioned by Murray as the holodeck.

Ramifying plot structures are not the only method for digital stories,

however. Throughout much of the 1990s, there was a vigorous movement in

hypertextual fiction [10, 11, 12]. Restricting themselves to prose or very simple

graphics, hypertext authors did not attempt to present the user with an immersive,

visual experience.  Because they wrote all of their own text and did not rely on

natural language generation, these authors also wanted to avoid the combinatorial

explosion of branching plots. But they had other reasons for eschewing multiple-

plot structures. Most of the hypertext authors were literary scholars and knew that

twentieth-century literature had a long tradition of experimenting with point of

view or style and had deemphasized the importance of richly structured plots.

Probably the most influential novel written in English in the twentieth century,

James Joyce’s Ulysses, concerns at the plot level the events of an ordinary man as

he goes on various daily errands through the streets of Dublin. More recently, it is

not only “high literature” that has shown less interest in plot. Extremely popular

action-adventure films are not plot-driven, but rather loosely organized around

action scenes and locations, while on television, the music videos of MTV

emphasize emotion and visual technique rather than plot.

In keeping with these other media forms, hypertext authors explored a

variety of ways of achieving multiplicity. The readers’ choices (the links they

followed) sometimes affected the plot, but often the choices altered instead the

order of presentation of the material or the style or point of view. One author,

Michael Joyce, characterized these changes as the “contours” of the hypertext

[13].  Joyce and others believed that exploring the contours of a hypertext could

give the reader/user a sense of participation, even if she could not change the

course of the underlying story.

In our work on AR experiences, we have taken a cue from early hypertext

fiction and from popular media forms and are exploring strategies other than

multiple plots.  We are experimenting with a dramatic form in which the plot

remains fixed, while the user is allowed to vary his or her point of view as the

events unfold. This strategy was attempted in at least one early digital piece, “The

Wrong Side of Town,” which creator Greg Roach called an example of “point-of-
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view switching” [14]. Roach’s work was screen-based. Immersive virtual

environments would seem to be better-suited to this strategy, because they are by

definition first-person point-of-view technologies. In both VR and AR, the most

natural and easily implemented form of interaction is to allow the user simply to

look around and move through within the visual surroundings. In the case of AR,

the movement occurs within the real, physical space in which the user finds

herself, while in VR it is a virtual space.

In developing POV drama in augmented reality, we have also borrowed

and modified techniques from film and stage. Our borrowing contradicts the

assumption that digital media forms can and should break their dependence on

techniques from the so-called “legacy media.”

The assumption of novelty in digital media forms

Many researchers and theorists of digital storytelling emphasize the revolutionary

quality of the computer as a new medium. They argue that a new medium

typically goes through an early phase in which creators borrow from traditional

and familiar media [6, 15, 16]. So for example, film borrowed from the

conventions of stage production in the first decade of the twentieth century.

Designers in the new medium, however, stop their borrowing, when they develop

a language of forms appropriate to the new medium. As the language of new

digital media develops, it is argued, designers will come to appreciate the special

qualities of the computer and therefore will depend less and less on techniques

taken from film and television.

In our projects for dramatic AR, we have not hesitated to look for technical

and formal similarities with film and stage drama. It could be argued that this

borrowing is expected, because AR itself is still in its earliest phase of

development. However, we subscribe to a different interpretation of the

relationship of various media. According to this theory, called “remediation,” the

borrowing and interrelating among various media never ends. Even when a new

medium has achieved a relatively mature language, it remains in an ongoing

competitive and cooperative relationship with other media of the time. For

example, even in the 1920s and 1930s, when it had developed its own forms and

techniques, film continued to borrow from and refashion stage production and

literature. As film was “remediating” drama and literature, these earlier media
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were also responding to film. None of these media were truly independent; they

relied on each other, even as they competed with each other for popular audiences

and for cultural status [17]. We believe that the same is already true of such digital

media forms as computer games and that it will also be true of VE dramatic

applications. Computer games borrow from and compete with film and television

drama, as well as traditional board games. Many films and television series have

served as the basis of computer games (Star Wars, Star Trek, The X-Files, and so

on). The borrowing and refashioning goes in the other direction as well, as several

of the most popular video games (TombRaider, Final Fantasy, Mortal Kombat,

and so on) have been remediated as films.

There is a good reason why a new media form would want to borrow from

and implicitly challenge older forms. The potential audience for the new form will

be familiar with the older forms and will necessarily measure the new one against

the old. Designers can thus draw on familiar forms to create experiences that the

audience will find both intelligible and compelling. At the same time, designers

working in a new medium want to emphasize the qualities that distinguish their

experience from what the user can get elsewhere. Once the new medium has

reached a level of popularity and cultural significance, designers still working in

older media will often borrow from the newer one in order to continue to seem

relevant and contemporary. Thus, filmmakers are using camera techniques and

music soundtracks from MTV and plot lines from computer games in order to

continue to reach a young audience.

In our work on AR-based drama, we find stage and film drama to be the

more relevant traditional forms. We want to learn what these media forms have to

offer for an AR experience; at the same time we are asking what makes AR

experiences unique. Why would designers go to the trouble of creating

applications in a virtual environment rather than through the familiar technologies

of film or stage? What would the user gain from putting on a headset and portable

computer (which are at this point relatively bulky and uncomfortable)?  Why not

simply go to a movie theater and sit comfortably in a chair to enjoy a dramatic

visual experience on the screen?  We offer “Three Angry Men” (TAM) as an early

prototype that attempts to exploit both the remediating power and the novelty of

AR.
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Three Angry Men

TAM is a single-narrative, multiple point-of-view augmented reality, in which the

viewer/user becomes a participant in an abridged version of “Twelve Angry

Men.” (For a complete description and technical details of the system, see [18].)

In TAM, the user witnesses the drama from the viewpoint of one of three jurors,

and her perception of the scene reflects the expectations, beliefs, and prejudices of

that juror. The user sits in one chair in a physical space representing the jury

room. Through the head-worn display she can see two other virtual jurors (as

texture-mapped video) occupying other chairs in the room. The user herself hears

the words of the third juror, whose seat she is occupying. At any time the user can

get up, move to another chair, and assume the point of view (POV) of another

juror. To represent the three viewpoints, three different six-minute versions of the

TAM excerpt were filmed and edited. The actors interpreted their roles differently

for each version, allowing the user radically different viewpoints on the same

dramatic scene.

Written by Reginald Rose, “Twelve Angry Men” was originally a teleplay,

presented during the “golden age” of television drama, and was then made into a

film. In the past four decades, it has been a frequently performed stage play and

has been made into a second film version [19, 20]. In Rose’s play, twelve men of

various backgrounds are locked in a jury room to determine the guilt or innocence

of a young Hispanic, accused of killing his father. Although the original vote is 11

to 1 for conviction, the lone holdout manages to convince all the others to put

aside their snap judgments and look at the case with both reason and compassion.

The jurors work through the evidence and eventually all vote to acquit.

Figure 1

Figure 1: A participant in TAM wears a video-see-through display and carries a laptop computer in

a backpack.  She moves around a physical jury room, sitting in any of the three chairs around the

table.

For technical reasons, “Three Angry Men” (TAM) is a radical abridgement

of the original. Three jurors (instead of 12) debate the fate of the boy in a 6-

minute excerpt. Each of the three jurors is a clearly drawn character who contrasts

with the other two: Juror A is the reasonable and compassionate man who

originally holds out for a discussion of the boy’s case; Juror B is an African-
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American, who originally votes guilty, but in fact feels sympathy for the

defendant (who in our version is also imagined to be black); Juror C is a troubled

man, who expresses violent prejudice against the defendant. In our excerpt, C

clashes with A and B, but it eventually emerges that C has his own personal

reasons for refusing to see that the case against the defendant is collapsing.

TAM was authored in Macromedia Director, using a collection of Xtras

and behaviors we have written to support the creation of AR experiences.  In

TAM, the user wears a backpack (containing a Windows 2000-based laptop

running the software) and a video-see-through head-worn display, and enters into

a jury room, a physical space with a table and three chairs, as shown in Figure 1.

When the user sits down in a chair, the drama begins. The user can now see and

hear two other virtual characters occupying the other two chairs. These virtual

characters are represented using texture-mapped video, mixed with the physical

surround (the jury room). By sitting in one of the chairs, the user assumes the

identity of one particular juror (A, B, or C) and experiences the scene from that

juror’s point of view. The user can see and hear the other two characters as they

deliver their dialogue; the user also hears the dialogue delivered by the juror

whose chair he occupies. In addition, the user hears inner thoughts of that

particular juror, representing that juror’s reflections on what the others are saying.

At any time during the scene, the user can leave the current chair. When he or she

gets up, the scene stops. When he or she sits down in another juror’s chair, the

scene resumes, but the user now experiences the action from that juror’s point of

view.

Shifting point of view

The key feature in the TAM experience is its shifting point of view. This is the

feature that TAM borrows from film and at the same time refashions to create an

experience that cannot be precisely duplicated in a traditional film.  Users always

see the drama from the viewpoint of one of the three jurors, and their perception

of the scene reflects their expectations, beliefs, and prejudices. To represent the

three viewpoints, we shot and edited three different six-minute versions of the

TAM excerpt. The actors in our excerpt interpreted their roles differently for each

version, and they were encouraged to exaggerate the differences of each

interpretation. For example, juror A (the compassionate juror) sees B (the black
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juror) as a potential ally, but he quickly recognizes C as prejudiced, as shown in

Figure 2. So in the version from juror A’s POV, B is well spoken, while C is loud,

rude, and unreasonable. A himself is not visible from POV A, but he speaks his

role with calm authority.

Figure 2

Figure 2: Jurors B and C from A’s POV.

From Juror C’s point of view, however, the roles are reversed. C naturally

regards himself as reasonable, although frustrated and impatient with the other

two jurors. He speaks the same dialogue (with minor variations) as in the other

points of view, but his tone of voice is far calmer. Furthermore, he sees the other

two with visible prejudice, as shown in Figure 3. The black juror looks to him like

a “typical” inhabitant of the ghetto (in this version the juror’s appearance and his

dialect are stereotypical of economically deprived, inner-city blacks). Juror A

looks effeminate and indecisive, a caricature of a liberal as a conservative might

view him.

Figure 3

Figure 3:  Jurors A and B from C’s POV.

TAM does not offer the viewer subtle characters. In fact, we chose

“Twelve Angry Men” as a model in part because its characterizations are clear-cut

and extreme. The actors in TAM were asked to exaggerate their interpretations in

order to be certain that the user would appreciate the effect of changing POV.

Because of limitations of resolution in the video display technology and the

impossibility of allowing close-ups, the user could not easily identify subtle facial

expressions in our actors. The actors had to achieve characterization through

broad gestures and exaggerated tones of voice and accent.  In other words, they

used a theatrical rather than filmic style of acting.

Although the style of acting is theatrical, TAM also depends on film for its

notion of point-of-view drama. In a stage production, the viewer cannot occupy

the point of view of one of the characters. But in film this technique has been used

for many decades. The very concept of time-based, point-of-view storytelling was

developed by filmmakers, such as D.W. Griffith, in the early part of the twentieth

century. The user of TAM will understand the POV technique with reference to
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his or her experience of film. We are not of course claiming that the user would

not be able to make sense of the POV if he or she had not seen Hollywood films.

After all, we all experience the first-person POV, as we go through our daily lives.

We are claiming something different: that any user from our film-saturated culture

will be familiar with film’s technique of allowing the user to occupy different

points of view. Users’ familiarity with film will significantly affect their

experience of TAM. Users will also notice the differences between AR POV and

the use of point of view in film. First of all, our AR drama is relentless in its first-

person point of view. The user can switch from one character’s point of view to

another’s, but cannot get outside of the first-person point of view. In most

traditional films, the user has more freedom in this sense: she moves back and

forth from one character’s point of view to so-called “third-person” shots. By

fixing the user in the first-person POV, we emphasize the significance of TAM as

an exploration of personal experience and prejudice. In another sense, however,

the user has more freedom in TAM than in an ordinary film. Since the time of

Griffith, the key feature of traditional film has been the “edit,” in which the

changes in the viewer’s point of view are controlled by the director and

cinematographer. In AR (and to a lesser extent in VR) edits are not possible. The

user decides where she will look at any given moment. In AR dramas such as

TAM, the user becomes the film editor; she can change her point of view in a

trivial sense by moving her head and in a radical sense by changing seats. This

new freedom will be implicitly understood by the user based on her experience of

traditional film and (television).

Location-based interaction

The interaction mode in TAM is very simple and does not permit the user to make

choices that redirect the action or change the outcome of the drama. The same

result occurs (Juror C is discredited) no matter which seat the user occupies.

Although users cannot change the events, they can alter the interpretation of those

events, by switching seats and, therefore, POV. For example, a user might begin

by viewing part of the drama from A’s POV and then finish the drama from C’s.

This order of viewing would give the user a different and more negative

experience than reversing the order. TAM has this technique (change in meaning
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through changes in the order of presentation of the elements) in common with

early experiments in hypertext fiction.

Evaluating Dramatic AR Experiences

As we have noted, for some researchers, the key feature of computer-based

interactive fiction is agency, defined as the ability of the user to feel that her

choices affect the outcome of the story.  By that measure, TAM is weak in

agency. We could argue that the user gains a sense of agency by choosing when

and whether to inhabit the points of view of each of the characters. But we would

also argue that a sense of agency may not be necessary to a compelling story-

based experience. In a VR drama, the user may experience a sense of presence,

the satisfaction of feeling immersed in a virtual world, even if the user cannot

control the events of that world. In an AR drama, such as TAM, the user can also

have a sense of presence, but the feeling is mitigated by the fact that the user is

still in touch with the physical world around her. In TAM the virtual characters

are seated at a physical table, and ideally this table will be placed in a room that

looks convincingly like a real jury room. The user will experience the ambience of

the physical environment, while at the same time seeing and hearing the virtual

drama unfold. It is the tension between the virtual drama and the physical room

that makes the AR experience different from both screen-based and VR

experiences.

In addition to “presence,” which describes the user’s sense of participation

in the virtual experience, we might need another term to describe the sense of

“being there” – of being in a meaningful physical environment with its own

significance. We propose “aura,” which has been used for decades by theorists in

the humanities to describe the special quality that an original (art) object has for

its viewers. The term was coined by Walter Benjamin to indicate how an original

painting, such as the Da Vinci’s “Mona Lisa,” affects those who are actually in its

presence [21]. Copies of the “Mona Lisa,” even exact reproductions, do not have

the same power over their viewers; they do not have aura. We suggest that being

in a culturally or historically significant physical place has a similar affect. AR

dramatic experiences can leverage the aura of the space in which they occur,

which may complement agency in producing a compelling experience for the

user. It is worth noting that Benjamin invented the notion of aura to explain how
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film is different from early forms of art. According to Benjamin, film as a

technology does not have aura, because the viewer knows that she is watching one

copy of a film and that there are many others. A film can always be shown again,

and shown in any theater: it will remain the same film. This is not true of stage

drama: every performance is slightly, sometimes significantly, different, because

the drama is taking place live.  An AR experience like TAM would also have

aura.  While TAM uses digitized video (a film-like technology), the video takes

place in a meaningful physical surrounding, which is the same space that the user

occupies.

Initial Evaluation of TAM

We have not yet had the opportunity to conduct any formal evaluations of TAM.

Our current experience with the system is limited to testing it on ourselves and to

audience feedback from videos and demonstrations. Our own self-testing suggests

that location-based interaction may indeed be sufficient to create a compelling

experience. The quality of the content is at least as important as the mode of

interaction in defining the success of this application: above all, good acting, a

good script, and good sound reproduction. We are currently reshooting and

reediting the content and adding the jury foreman as a fourth character, in order to

improve the script and the sound quality.

Some audiences for the demonstrations have questioned whether TAM can

effectively test our notion of aura. The drama is meant to take place in a juryroom,

but, as can be seen in the figures above, the current demonstration video was

produced in a computer lab, which had the appropriate tracking device mounted

on the ceiling. We are currently outfitting a conference room on the Georgia Tech

campus with a new wireless tracking system so that we can test TAM in a space

that looks believably like a jury room. Furthermore, TAM  is scripted to occur in a

generic rather than a specific place; the user will be seated in a room that could be

any juryroom, not in well-known juryroom with specific historical associations. In

future applications, we intend to exploit AR’s capacity for aura by situating

experiences in established  historical sites: for example, by creating historical

dramas situated in the Oakland Cemetery in Atlanta, GA, whose graves and

monuments date back to 1850.
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Conclusion

Developing “Three Angry Men” has led us to offer three provisional conclusions.

First, the key feature of Augmented Reality for dramatic applications is the same

feature that makes the technology useful in the workplace and other more

pragmatic applications: the combining and interrelating of the virtual and the

physical. AR gives the user a privileged vantage point in (or point of view on) a

physical space. In pragmatic applications, the user’s vantage point allows access

to appropriate, location-based information: for example, the user is walking

around a city, and the AR headset provides information about the historic

buildings that he sees in front of him. In our dramatic AR application, the location

of the user determines what view of the dramatic action she will have. Her

experience itself derives its power in part from the aura of the physical location. It

is aura that makes AR drama different from a dramatic presentation in VR,

desktop multimedia, film, or television. Because it preserves aura, AR drama may

also be effective in informal educational applications, in which the user

experiences a virtual reenactment of past events in an actual historic building,

battlefield, or cemetery.

Second, AR POV drama suggests an alternative approach to the

multiplicity in digital story-based experiences. The POV technique may displace

agency as the key feature of such an experience. Once again, we are not arguing

that it is a mistake for researchers and developers to pursue agency or that

multiple plot structures are the wrong strategy for story-based experiences. We are

arguing that other possibilities, in particular changes in point of view, are worth

exploring. One practical advantage is that POV drama is not subject to a

combinatorial explosion in the amount of video that needs to be produced: the

number of versions of the same scene can be limited in a plausible way to the

number of active or important characters.

Finally, we suggest that in creating and evaluating story-based experiences

it is valuable to consult older media forms. By consciously considering such

forms, designers can in fact broaden the possibilities offered in their virtual

environments, because they can draw on a wealth of available materials and

techniques. If designers insist on the complete novelty of new media, they may

still end up recapitulating some earlier media forms. In the absence of an

historical and comparative approach, they may assume that certain familiar forms
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in the past are “universal.” For example, the assumption that multiple plots strands

are necessary to interactive digital narratives comes in part from the tacit

assumption that sophisticated, linear plots were an essential characteristic of

novels or films. In fact, both novelists and filmmakers in the twentieth century

have explored other ways to give their work texture and richness. These other

strategies deserve to be tested in virtual environments, and “Three Angry Men” is

only a modest first step in this direction.
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